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although only a small number of shows can be found online, there is no
shortage of content on youtube to review, especially for the first few

concerts. david bowlby has uploaded several shows in hd, including some
from europe, where the shows often ran for longer than the band's u.s.

shows. all of the shows from north america are available on lplive.com as
well as all of the earlier shows on youtube. in this case, the good is not
necessarily a quality of bandwidth but how it is channeled. downloaded

directly to device, the programs are limited to around 100 megabytes. other
methods allow streaming in batches of several hundred megabytes, and the
software and the data can be compressed multiple times to get you past the

bandwidth wall. i am currently streaming shows over 7 gb at a time and
downloading them, when i run out of the bandwidth, i back up the data and
download them in a single session. when you stream over shared networks
(like universities or businesses), you must be careful of low-speed nets and
wireless networks that will interfere with the streaming. if you find a show

you like and watch it, let the band know by commenting on their show. when
the software is buggy, it is best to save a copy of the program and the folder

containing it to a different drive. this way, if the software crashes or gets
corrupted, you can always get the data back from that back-up copy. backup

all of your important information, including the program, the settings, and
the folder's contents. regularly check the program's settings to make sure
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the "auto save" functionality is turned off. if you're having trouble
downloading the shows from lplive, check the replies in our removing bad
sources from circulation thread first. that's where you'll find a wealth of

information, from why and how to replace a bad source to how to actually
handle a problem source itself. once you replace the show, do a repair all

before uploading anything else.
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worship is a holy thing. worship involves getting out of your self and leaving
your self to him and with him, which brings me to this show. this show is

wild. there's not a lot of time spent on cool choruses here, they're just there
to add to the energy. you can hear the excitement in the singing and the

excitement from the audience. this was the first show in russia where fans
were able to literally storm the stage. it's a shame that many in the crowd
were waiting a long time to get their tickets as they stood in line, but they
were more than made up for it when they stormed the stage. and this was

the first show on lp tour with a diverse mix of people in the audience. fans of
all ages and races and even a few women were singing along and dancing. it

was a moment of pure transcendence. there was also a presentation of a
cover of the band's hit in the end. it had been a long time since the band had
played this song live and the presentation here was very cool. the members
from the russian band beyond the clouds took the stage and they did their
cover to the band's delight. it was fantastic to hear and absolutely amazing
for both bands. the ending of this night was even more special. before the

show, before the flash mob was going to happen, the band was rehearsing at
the practice stage in the local theater, where they were playing a real

portion of the show. when the band returned to the main stage, they didn't
even stop. they continued the rehearsal and sang the second half of the

song crawling. this wasn't planned by mike, and he wasn't happy about it,
but the band wanted to honor the russian fans as much as possible, so they

continued with the rehearsal and the song. this is the real ending to their
show and the emotion that it generated from mike is palpable. it was moving

and even surreal. 5ec8ef588b
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